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COLUMN LAYOUT CONTENTS
OBJECTID INTEGER Autogenerated identifier that is created and managed by ArcSDE
SHAPE INTEGER SHAPE is an autogenerated field that is created and managed by ArcSDE
clu_identifier VARCHAR(36) GUID created to uniquely identify a CLU polygon
clu_number VARCHAR(7) The common land unit number assigned by FSA to the field represented by the digitized polygon.
tract_number VARCHAR(7) The tract number assigned by FSA to the field represented by the digitized polygon.
farm_number VARCHAR(7) The farm number assigned by FSA to the field represented by the digitized polygon.
clu_classification_code VARCHAR(2) A code representing the type of land contained in the field (e.g. cropland, rangeland)
clu_calculated_acreage NUMERIC(9,2) The GIS calculated acreage of the field
highly_erodible_land_type_code VARCHAR(4) A code indicating the highly erodible land status of the CLU.
comments VARCHAR(80) Comments about the CLU
state_code VARCHAR(2) The FSA code associated with the state where the field is physically located.
county_code VARCHAR(3) The FSA code associated with the county where the field is physically located.
data_source_site_identifier SMALLINT Indicator of the service center where the entry was created
creation_date DATETIME Indicator of the date of record entry into the CLU table
last_change_date DATETIME Indicator of the date of when the record was last updated; autogenerated field that is created and managed by ArcSDE
data_source VARCHAR(20) Identifier of the user that created the entry; autogenerated field that is created and managed by ArcSDE
admin_state VARCHAR(2) The FSA code associated with the state that administers the field.
admin_county VARCHAR(3) The FSA code associated with the county that administers the field.
cropland_indicator_3cm SMALLINT Indicator of whether or not the CLU meets the definition of cropland for FSA program purposes
SAP_CRP SMALLINT Indicator of whether or not the CLU is enrolled in CRP.  It is captured from SAP and used for mapping purposes.
clu_status VARCHAR(30) Identifier of the orphaned CLU polygons, place holder for in-memory status updates, and future use-cases TBD.
cdist_fips CHAR(4) Congressional district code consisting of 2 digit st code and 2 digit congressional district code
edit_reason VARCHAR(60) Identifier of the condition for the edit. Associated with the edit_reason_description field in the edit_reason_lookup table.
clu_alt_id character(38) Unique alternate identifier assigned to each common land unit
last_chg_user_nm VARCHAR(50) Name of last user that made changes to the CLU record

CIMS_LOC_STATE character(2) CIMS code associated with the state where the CLU is physically located extracted from the 2017 U.S. Census Bureau's MAF/Tiger system files.

CIMS_LOC_COUNTY character(3) CIMS code associated with the county where the CLU is physically located extracted from the 2017 U.S. Census Bureau's MAF/Tiger system files.

CIMSFILE character(6) The month and the year of CLU data. Format is MMYYYY
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